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AbstratWe propose a new set of preonditioners for the iterative (approximate) solution, via a Preondi-tioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method, of the \ritial" linear systems that has to be solvedat eah iteration of an Interior Point (IP) algorithm for the solution of Linear Min Cost Flow(MCF) problems. These preonditioners are based on the idea of extrating a proper subgraphof the original graph whih ontains (possibly stritly) a spanning tree. Computational resultswill be presented in a ompanion paper.Key words: Min Cost Flow problems, Interior Point algorithms, Preonditioned ConjugatedGradient method.





3.1. IntrodutionThe Linear Min Cost Flow (MCF) problem is the following LPminf x : Ex = b ; 0 � x � u g ; (1)where E is the node-ar inidene matrix of a network G = (N;A),  is the vetor of ar osts, uis the vetor of ar upper apaities, b is the vetor of node de�its, and x is the vetor of ows.This problem has a huge set of appliations, either in itself or { more often { as a submodelof more omplex and demanding problems [1℄. This is testimonied by the enormous amount ofresearh that have been invested in de�ng eÆient solution algorithms for MCF problems [1℄,either by speializing LP algorithms { suh as the Simplex method { to the network ase, or bydeveloping ad-ho approahes.Reently, Interior Point (IP) methods for Linear Programming [13, 16℄ have grown a well-established reputation as eÆient algorithms for large-sale problems. In these methods, ateah iteration we have to solve linear systems of the form(E�ET )�y = d (2)where � and d are respetively a m�m diagonal matrix (m = jAj) with positive entries and avetor of Rn (n = jN j) whih depend on the urrent solution and on the IP algorithm hosen.In most general-purpose LP solvers, these linear systems are solved by means of diret methods,typially the Cholesky fatorization preeded by a heuristi reordering of the olumns of E aimedat minimizing the \�ll-in" [13℄. For strutured LPs like MCF problems, however, this approahfails to be eÆient enough beause the omputational burden of the Cholesky fatorization is toohigh. Alternative methods have been proposed [3, 12, 10℄, not only for MCFs, where the systemis solved using a Preonditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method. In all these methods, theritial hoie is that of the preonditioner: on one side, it must be inexpensive to omputeand invert, while on the other side it has to deliver a onsistent redution of the number of CGiterations required to (approximately) solve the system (2). Some proposals for preonditioners,mostly based on (approximate) Minimum Spanning Tree omputations, an be found in theliterature [12, 10℄; the resulting IP algorithms are shown to be omputationally on par, on somelasses of instanes, with the most eÆient ombinatorial algorithms.Our aim is to improve the e�etiveness of IP methods for MCF problems by designing newlasses of eÆient preonditioners. The basi idea is that of extrating a proper subgraphS = (N;AS) of G (AS � A) whih ontains { possibly stritly { a spanning tree, but suh thatthe resulting matrix MS = ES�SETS ; (3)where ES and �S denote respetively the matries E and � restrited to the olumns relativeto the ars in S, an be eÆiently fatorized. Other ideas an then be exploited for furtherimproving the e�etiveness of these preonditioners without inreasing the omputational ostof the algorithms involved.Sine a large variety of preonditioners an be obtained in this way, omputational experi-enes are neessary to tell whih ombination provides the better trade-o� between the ost of�nding S and fatorizing MS , on one side, and the overall number of PCG iterations on theother. Finding the \best" preonditioner is further ompliated by the fat that a number ofdi�erent IP algorithms exist (primal, dual, primal-dual . . . ), possibly with several variants eah(aÆne, barrier, preditor-orretor . . . ). Sine the impat of the approximate solution of the



4.systems (2) on the di�erent algorithmi variants an be di�erent, leading to a di�erent num-ber of overall IP iterations, omputational experienes are required in order to �nd the mixwhih delivers the best overall performanes. Finally, alternative preonditioners an have verydi�erent performanes depending on the struture of the instane, suh as the topology of theunderlying graph. Therefore, an extensive set of omputational results is required in order toproperly assess the e�etiveness of the proposed preonditioners; for the sake of larity, thoseomputational results will be presented in a ompanion paper.The struture of the paper is the following: in setion 2 (several variants of) Interior Pointalgorithms are introdued, and the relevant algorithmi issues are disussed. In setion 3 thepreonditioners for MCF problems proposed in the literature are reviewed and studied, while insetion 4 we introdue and prove the properties of a large family of new preonditioners. Then,in Setion 5 and 6 the omputational issues related to this new families of preonditioners aredisussed. Finally, in setion 7 onlusions are drawn.2. Interior Point algorithmsInterior Point algorithms for MCF an be desribed by onsidering (1) rewritten asminf x : Ex = b; x+ s = u; x; s � 0 g ; (4)where x 2 Rm and s 2 Rm are respetively the primal variables and the slaks of the boxonstraints, and its dualmax f yb�wu : yE + z � w = ; z; w � 0 g ; (5)where y 2 Rn , z 2 Rm and w 2 Rm are respetively the dual variables of the struturalonstraints Ex = b, the dual slaks and the dual variables of the box onstraints x � u.A number of di�erent IP algorithms an be onstruted, whih all start from the \slakened"version of the KKT optimality onditions of this dual pair of problemsEx = b (6)yE + z � w =  (7)x+ s = u (8)XZe = �e (9)SWe = �e (10)(x; s; z; w) � 0where � is a parameter, e is the vetor of 1's of proper dimension, and eah upperase letterorresponds to the diagonal matrix having as diagonal elements the entries of the orrespondinglowerase vetor. For � = 0, the above system haraterizes all the optimal solutions of (4)and (5). For � > 0, the unique solution of the system (6) { (10) lies on the entral path, aontinuous trajetory whih, as � tends to 0, onverges to an optimal solution of (4) and (5)(more preisely, it onverges to the analyti enters of the primal and dual optimal faes).Path-following, also known as barrier, algorithms attempt to reah lose to these optimalsolutions by following the entral path. This is done by performing a damped version of Newton's



5.iteration applied to the nonlinear system (6) { (10). These algorithms an be divided into primal,dual or primal-dual aording to how exatly the Newton step is done.In the primal method, a primal (not neessarily feasible) point (x; s) is kept as the enterof the Newton iteration, and dual variables (y; z; w) orresponding to the diretion (Æx; Æs) arederived from proper linearizations of the equations of the system. More preisely, from (9) oneobtains z = �[X + ÆX℄�1e;whih is then linearized with a �rst-order Taylor expansion asz = �[X�1e�X�2Æx℄:A similar formula for w an be obtained by linearizing (10), and by using these relationsin the remaining equations one obtains expliit formulae for y, Æx and Æs. These formulae analternatively be seen (and are usually derived) as the formulae for the Newton step of a nonlinearversion of the primal problem where the onstraints 0 � x � u are replaed with the logarithmibarrier term ��(Pi ln(xi) +Pi ln(ui � xi)).In the dual method, the dual point (y; z; w) is kept as the enter of the Newton iteration,and primal variables (x; s) orresponding to the diretion (Æy; Æz; Æw) are derived from properlinearizations of the equations of the system. From the �rst-order Taylor expansion of (9) oneobtains x = �[Z�1e� Z�2Æz℄;for whih expliit formulae for s and (Æy; Æz; Æw) an be derived. These formulae an be seen asthe formulae for the Newton step of a nonlinear version of the dual problem where the onstraintsz � 0 and w � 0 are replaed with the logarithmi barrier term ��(Pi ln(zi) +Pi ln(wi)).Finally, in the primal-dual method both a primal point (x; s) and a dual point (y; z; w) are keptas the enter of the Newton iteration, and a primal-dual Newton diretion (Æx; Æs; Æy; Æz; Æw) issought for. This is obtained by rewriting (9) { (10) as(X + ÆX)(Z + ÆZ)e = �e(S + ÆS)(W + ÆW )e = �eand then linearizing the above nonlinear system by dropping the seond-order terms ÆXÆZand ÆSÆW .One that a Newton diretion { in the primal and/or dual spae { has been obtained, anappropriate stepsize is seleted whih moves the urrent point \loser" to the entral path forthe urrent value of �, then � is redued by multiplying it for a fator � < 0 and the wholeproess is repeated. With appropriate hoies of the stepsize, a sequene of primal and/or dualpoints onverging to an optimal solution is onstruted.Several variants of the above methods have been de�ned. For instane, in the preditor-orretor variant of the primal-dual method an iterative approah is taken for re�ning thesolution of the nonlinear system by iteratively substituting the obtained values of ÆX, ÆZ, ÆSand ÆW in the negleted quadrati terms and re-solving the modi�ed linear system; this omesat the ost of multiple solutions of the system for eah iteration, but usually improves on thenumber of overall IP iterations.Also, aÆne variants of the above IP algorithms have been developed, where the formulae forthe Newton diretion are taken as the limit for � ! 0 of the formulae in the path-following ase;this simpli�es the formulae, making them faster to ompute and ompletely eliminating � from



6.them, thereby avoiding the problem of tuning its derease. On the other hand, aÆne variantstend to be less numerially stable than barrier variants.A more detailed desription of the IP algorithms and their underlying theory an be found inmany linear programming textbooks, e.g. [13, 16℄.Remarkably, all the formulae for all the variants of the IP method boil down to a set of linearoperations plus one (or more) solution(s) of a \ore" linear system of the form (2), where �and d depend on whih variant of IP algorithm is used. The solution of (2) typially representsby far the main omputational burden of the IP algorithms. Thus, developing a speializedapproah for the solution of (2) for speially-strutured matries E an substantially improvethe performanes of an IP method [3, 12, 10℄. Also, sine the form of the \ore" system isindependent from the spei� variant of IP algorithm used, the same speialized solver for (2)an be used to implement all the variants of IP algorithms.Sine M = E�ET is symmetri and positive de�nite, the linear system (2) is usually solvedthrough a Cholesky fatorization, whih is omputationally e�etive and numerially stable.That is, a lower triangular Cholesky fator L with all diagonal entries equal to 1 and a diagonalmatrix D > 0 are found suh that M = LDLT ; this an be done on O(n3), and, one thatthe fatorization has been omputed, systems involving M an be solved in O(n2) with twobaksolves on L. However, a well-known drawbak of the Cholesky fatorization is the �ll-inphenomenon: a sparse matrix M may have a dense Cholesky fator L. The density of theCholesky fator may vary by reordering the rows and the olumns of the matrix E; hene, IPodes usually make an e�ort for �nding a permutation of the olumns of E whih minimizes the�ll-in e�et. This needs only to be done at the beginning of the algorithm, sine the struture ofthe nonzeroes inM (and, therefore, of its Cholesky fator) does not depend on �, and thereforedoes not hange with the iterations. Unfortunately, the problem of �nding the reordering whihprodues the least �ll-in is known to be NP -hard [14℄; however, several e�etive heuristis havebeen developed for omputing a \good" suh permutation [13℄.Yet, in general the �ll-in phenomenon annot be avoided [3℄, exept in some spei� ases,so that for sparse matries iterative methods suh as the PCG may be more eÆient than theCholesky fatorization. The following setions will be devoted to the study of the preonditionersfor the solution of (2) that have been proposed in the literature, and to the proposal of newones.3. Preonditioners for MCF problemsThe �rst PCG-based IP algorithm spei�ally taylored for MCF problems was proposed in [12℄.Following suggestions from [6℄ and [15℄, the tree-based preonditioner was proposed, whih is apreonditioner of the form (3) where S is a spanning tree T of G. In partiular, T is hosenas a(n approximate) maximum-weight spanning tree, the weight of eah ar (i; j) being theorresponding �ij. Suh a tree an be onstruted in O(m) with a variant of the lassialKruskal algorithm where ars are only approximately sorted using a \buket" data strutureswith m bukets.The tree-based preonditioner is omputationally eÆient. In fat, in the lassial implemen-tation of the PCG method, it is required to solve a linear system of the form MSz = r; inthe tree-based ase, this an be done in O(n) onsidering three linear systems: the �rst withoeÆient matrix ES, the seond with �S and the third with ETS . It is well-known [1℄ thatsystems with the matries ES and ETS an be solved in O(n) by means of visits on the tree T .



7.The preonditioner an also be expeted to be spetrally e�etive, espeially in the last itera-tions of an interior-point algorithm. In fat, the analisys of interior-point methods shows that,if the optimal solution of the underlying problem is unique, then the weights �ij tend to zero onall ars but those orresponding to the basi optimal solution [13℄, that form a spanning tree.Hene, in the last iterations of the IP method MS � E�ET , and therefore the preonditioneran be expeted to be very eÆient. Let us remark that a slightly more formal rationale for thehoie of a maximum-weight spanning tree for S has been given in [5℄, where it is shown that�2((ESETS )+E�ET ) � �min(S)where X+ denotes the pseudo inverse of Moore-Penrose of a matrix X, �2 denotes the spetralondition number and �min(S) denotes the minimum value �i among all ars i in S (equivalently,the minimum diagonal element in �S). Interestingly, the Kruskal algorithm that is typiallyused for omputing the maximum-weight S also gives the tree with largest minimum weight overthe ars, and therefore it maximizes (the above estimate of) �min(S).Indeed, the experiments show that tree-based preonditioners are e�etive in the latest itera-tions of the IP method; unfortunately, they are less so in the �rst ones. This suggests an hybridpreonditioning tehnique [12℄, where the diagonal preonditioner is used in the �rst iterations,and then some heuristi rules are used to swith to the tree-based preonditioner in a laterstage. The implementation of this approah, re�ned with better stop riteria [11℄ and a ustomprimal-feasible/ dual-infeasible IP algorithm [10℄, has shown to be ompetitive with well-knownombinatorial MCF odes.A di�erent preonditioner has been proposed in [8℄ for the speial ase of transportationproblems, and then extended to the general MCF problem in [9℄. This preonditioner is basedon the idea that the Cholesky fatorization of M = E�ET an be obtained by omputing theQR fatorization of the matrix �ET = " �1=2S ETS�1=2�S ET�S #where �S = AnS. In fat, given a QR fatorization of �E, i.e., a triangular matrix R and a unitarymatrix Q suh that �E = QR, it is easy to hek thatE�ET = E�1=2�1=2ET = �ET �E = RTQTQR = RTR :The QR fatorization of �E is not less expensive than the Cholesky fatorization of M , and itusually auses �ll-in destroying the nonzero pattern of �E. Thus, an inomplete QR fatorizationis used, where the Givens rotations are arefully seleted to avoid the �ll-in e�et; this inompletefatorization is used as a preonditioner.On transportation problems, this preonditioner has been reported [8℄ to be superior to thetree preonditioner, in partiular by being e�etive even in the early iterations of the algorithm;however, these �ndings have been hallenged in [9℄ for the ase of general MCF problems.Finally, another preonditioner has been proposed in [7℄; the idea is to \extend" the tree-basedpreonditioner MT by using M 0T =MT + � diag(M �MT ) (11)as the preonditioner, where diag(A) is the diagonal matrix having as the diagonal elementsthose of A. This has the advantage of inorporating information about every ar, rather thanonly about those in T . The parameter � an be hosen aording to the struture of the MCF



8.problem at hand, with di�erent values proposed in [7℄ for di�erent lasses of MCFs. Note that,with � = 1, diag(M 0T ) = diag(M); therefore, this preonditioner should be at least as e�etiveas the diagonal preonditioner in the early stages of the IP algorithm, and omparable withthe tree preonditioner in the �nal iterations, without the need of an expliit swith betweenthe two. This is indiretly on�rmed by a result proven in [7℄, whih shows that the Choleskyfatorization of M 0T is equal to the inomplete QR fatorization of �ET proposed in [8℄; thus,this preonditioner is equivalent to the one proposed in the latter paper, whih appears to bee�etive at early iterations. Note thatM 0T has the same nonzero pattern thanMT , and thereforean be fatorized through visits of the tree T .Let us remark here that the matrix M = E�ET is rank de�ient; it is well-known that therank of M is n minus the number of onneted omponents in G, i.e., at most n � 1. It isalways possible to assume that G is onneted, as otherwise the original MCF problem an bepartitioned into a set of smaller MCF subproblems, one for eah of the onneted omponents;hene, we an assune that the rank ofM is n�1. Sine it is way preferable to work with full-rankmatries, a row of E is usually deleted, resulting in a full-rank (n� 1)� (n� 1) matrix M . Inthe following, we will always assume that this has, in fat, been done. The hoie of the row(node) to be eliminated is arbitrary, yet it has some impliations, as disussed in Setion 5.4. Subgraph-based preonditionersThe tree-based preonditioners have good performanes when the IP methods approahes thesolution, as the \large" entries of the matrix � naturally tend to onentrate on a spanning treeof G; however, they work less well at the early stages of the IP method, where \large" entries ofthe matrix � are more evenly spread among the ars of G. This an be intuitively interpreted asthe fat that many ars with \large" weight are left out from the preonditioner, whih thereforegives a less preise estimate of the spetrum of the original matrix. Thus, in order to improve onthe performanes of the tree preonditioner, espeially in the early stages, we extend the familyof tree-based preonditioners to a more general lass of subgraph-based preonditioners. Thesewill be of the form (3), where S ontains { possibly stritly { a spanning tree T .In the hoie of S, two ontrasting goals have to be satis�ed. On the one hand, MS shouldbe a good preonditioner, and therefore AS should ontain \many" ars (i; j) with \large"weights �ij, as this helps in obtaining good spetral properties in the preonditioned matrix [5℄.On the other hand, linear systems involving MS must be solved very eÆiently (hopefully, inlinear time O(n)), sine they have to be solved at eah iteration of the PCG method.Indeed, eah preonditioner in our family will be haraterized by two key ingredients: one isthe subgraph S, whih ditates the spetral properties of MS and therefore its e�etiveness as apreonditioner, and the other is a \good" ordering of the rows of ES (nodes ofG), whih produesa matrix MS with low �ll-in Cholesky fator and therefore ensures that systems involving MSan be eÆiently solved.These two ingredients are in fat present even in the tree-based preonditioners, where S = T .The property that, in this ase, systems with the matries ES and ETS an be solved in O(n) anbe restated in terms of the existene of a proper ordering of the rows of ETS (nodes of G) suhthat MS exhibits no �ll-in. It is important to remark that this is not true in general, i.e., �ll-inan be reated with a \bad" ordering of the rows. Consider for instane a tree T omposed by anar entering in a node u and by r nodes v1; v2; : : : ; vr onneted with u by r ars (see Figure 1).If we onsider the matrix MS , where the rows and olumns are indexed by u and the nodes vi
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Figure 1: A star tree S and the orresponding matrix MSfor i = 1; : : : ; r in this order, we have that MS has nonzero entries only on the diagonal and onthe �rst row and olumn. However, its Cholesky fator L has nonzero entries in all positionsunder the main diagonal: the �rst olumn of L has all entries equal to �1=(r+1), onsequentlyall entries on the seond olumn are nonzero and equal to �1=r, the entries on the third olumnare equal to �1=(r � 1) and so on, that is
L = 26666666664

1 0 � � � � � � � � � 0� 1r+1 1 0 � � � � � � 0... �1r 1 0 � � � 0... ... � 1r�1 . . . ...... ... ... . . . 0� 1r+1 �1r � 1r�1 � � � �12 1
37777777775 :

The fat that systems with the matries ES and ETS an be solved in O(n) is equivalent tothe existene of a reordering, i.e., a n � n permutation matrix Pn, suh that PnES is lowertriangular; this ondition it is learly suÆient to ensure that the reordered matrix MS has aCholesky fatorization without �ll-in. A suitable Pn orresponds to any permutation P of thenodes suh that if (i; j) is an ar of T with i father of j, then row/olumn j preedes row/olumn iin P; these permutations inlude reverse depth �rst visit and reverse breadth �rst visit.Thus, tree-based preonditioners provide a matrix ES and a reordering suh that MS has no�ll-in. Moreover, the searh for a suitable tree an be done in O(m) with an approximatedKruskal algorithm, where the ar are partially ordered with the buket sort algorithm. Notethat suh a searh needs only to be done one at eah iteration of the IP algorithm, while thesolution of the system MSz = r has to be performed at eah PCG iteration.4.1. Brother-onneted treesWe de�ne a new family of preonditioners of the form (3), based on the haraterization of a lassof subgraphs S (stritly ontaining spanning trees) for whih there exists a reordering Pn suhthat the orresponding reordered preonditioner PnMS has no �ll-in. In view of the previousanalisys, these subgraphs should provide eÆient preonditioners.De�nition 4.1. A subgraph S = (N;AS) of G is a brother-onneted tree (BCT) if either it isa spanning tree T = (N;AT ) of G, or it ontains a spanning tree T of G suh that the subgraph



10.S0 = (N;AS nAT ) obtained by removing all the ars of T from S is formed of a ertain numberk � 1 of node-disjoint onneted omponents S01 = (N1; A1); : : : ; S0k = (Nk; Ak) suh that all thenodes in Ni are \brothers" (sons of the same node) in T , and eah S0i is a brother-onnetedtree.De�nition 4.1 is inherently reoursive and operational in nature; a BCT an be onstrutedby iteratively taking a family of BCTs (whih may be ordinary trees) and joining all their nodesin a tree where all the nodes of one of the original BCTs are sons of the same node. Notethat, onversely, it is not required that all the sons of the same node in T belong to the sameonneted omponent. In partiular, the onneted omponents an be omposed by only onenode; in this ase, we onsider the empty set of ars to be a spanning tree (and, therefore, aBCT) for the omponent. In other words, the ar set AS of a BCT S is the union of the ar setsof a set T = fT1; : : : ; Tqg of ar-disjoint subtrees Ti of G. The set T itself has a tree struture,where a tree Ti is the son of a tree Tj in T if all the nodes in Ti are brothers in Tj .Thus, an important harateristi of a BCT S is its depth, whih is the depth of the asso-iated T , i.e., the number of times that the omposition operation has to be applied, startingfrom an empty graph, in order to onstrut S. A BCT of depth 1 is an ordinary tree, a BCTof depth 2 ontains a spanning tree T suh that the removal of all the ars in T leaves a forest,and so on.We will prove that any preonditioner in the form (3) an be fatorized without �ll-in if Sis a brother-onneted tree. To do that, let us start by realling the formulae for the Choleskyfatorization of M :dj = mjj � j�1Xk=1(ljk)2dk for j = 1; : : : ; nlij = 1=dj [mij � j�1Xk=1 likljkdk℄ for i = 1; : : : ; j � 1; j = 1; : : : ; nwheremij and lij are the entries of the matriesM and L, respetively, while dj are the diagonalentries of D.Lemma 4.1. Let M 0 be a matrix with Cholesky fator L0. Any symmetri positive de�nitematrix M = � M 0 mmT � �has a Cholesky fator of the form L = � L0 0lT 1 � :This well-known property derives diretly from the formulae of Cholesky fatorization. Notethat the values in a row of the Cholesky fator L depends only on the values on the same rowand on the previous ones. Therefore, if M 0 is a matrix with no �ll-in, then M an only have�ll-in in its �nal row.The struture of the nonzeroes of the matries M = E�ET that we are interested in isompletely determined by the topologial struture of the underlying graph G; it is interestingto note that, onversely, to any symmetri matrix A we an assoiate an undireted graph GAwhih desribes its nonzero struture. The nodes of GA are assoiated with the rows/olumns



11.of A, while its edges are assoiated with the non zero entries of A, i.e., the edge fi; jg exists if andonly if aij 6= 0. This double-sided link between matries and graphs an be pro�tably exploitedfor theoretial studies in both �elds [4, 2, 5℄. As in network ow problems the graph GM is theundireted version of the direted graph G on whih the problem is de�ned, we usually use theterm ar instead of the term edge.In graph theoretial terms, the operation desribed in Lemma 4.1 orresponds to the additionof a new node to the graph G0M , possibly onneted with all other nodes. Therefore, the followingresult easily follows from Lemma 4.1.Lemma 4.2. Consider any �nite number k � 1 of node-disjoint graphs Gi = (Ni; Ai) for whihthere exists a proper ordering Pi of the node sets Ni suh that the matrix MGi an be fatorizedwithout �ll-in, for i = 1 : : : k. The graph G = (N;A) obtained as the union of all the graphs Giplus a new node u linked by an ar to eah node in eah of the graphs Gi has the same property,i.e., there exists a proper ordering P of the nodes set N suh that the matrix MG an be fatorizedwithout �ll-in.Proof: The desired permutation P is easily obtained by omposing the permutations relativeto eah Gi, where the order of the di�erent Gi is arbitrary, and plaing the new node u asthe last node in the ordering. In this way, the (n � 1) � (n � 1) prinipal submatrix M 0 of(the reordered) MG an be fatorized without �ll-in. Now we an apply Lemma 4.1 and thesubsequent observations, where u orresponds to the new row/olumn [mT�℄, to show that evenM =MG an be fatorized without �ll-in. In fat, the new row l in the Cholesky fator of M isdense (ompletely nonzero), but this orresponds to the fat that S has n�1 ars more than S0,i.e., the row [mT�℄ is ompletely nonzero too. 2We an now prove the following fundamental theorem.Theorem 4.3. Given a brother-onneted tree S in G, there exists an ordering of the nodesof G suh that the preonditioner MS has a Cholesky fator L with no �ll-in.Proof: We will proeed by double nested indution: the �rst on the depth of S, the seond onthe number of non terminal nodes in the tree T ontained in a brother-onneted tree.The base step of the (outer) indution orresponds to depth 1, i.e., to the ase where S is atree. In this ase, the result is well-known and it has already been realled: any ordering of thenodes suh that node j preedes node i if (i; j) is an ar of S and i is the father of j has thedesired property.For the indutive step, we will assume that for every BCT with depth at most h a properreordering of the nodes an be found suh that the orresponding matrix an be fatorizedwithout �ll-in, and we will prove that the property holds for BCTs of depth h+ 1. One againwe proeed by indution, this time on the number of non terminal nodes of the spanning tree Tontained in S.The base step of the indution orresponds to the ase where there is only one non terminalnode u, i.e., T is a \star tree" where any other node but u is a leaf. In this ase, onsider thesubgraph S0 obtained by removing u (and all its inident ars) from S; sine S is a brother-onneted tree, S0 is formed of k � 1 node-disjoint brother-onneted trees of depth at most h.Therefore, for the (outer) indutive hypothesis, for eah of the omponents there exists anordering suh that the orresponding matrix an be fatorized without �ll-in, and we an applyLemma 4.2.



12.For the (inner) indutive step, onsider a non terminal node u suh that all its sons v1; v2; : : : ; vrare leaves of T . Let S0 be the subgraph of S indued by the nodes V = fv1; : : : ; vrg, and let S00be the subgraph of S indued by all the other nodes (the ars going from u to the nodes in Vbelong neither to S0 nor to S00).Now, we an apply the (inner) indutive hypothesis to S00, as we have redued the number ofnon terminal nodes by one unit; hene, the matrix M 00S an be fatorized without �ll-in. Thesame is true for the matrix M 0S , sine { as in the base step of the (inner) indution { S is abrother-onneted tree, hene S0 is a set of node-disjoint BCTs of depth at most h.Now, onsider the two orderings P 0 and P 00 of the nodes in V and N n V , respetively, whihallow to fatorize M 0S and M 00S without �ll-in. Construt an ordering P of N that orrespondsto P 0 on V , to P 00 on N nV and suh that all the nodes in V preede those in N nV . Sine u is a\leaf" in S00, we an assume without loss of generality that it is the �rst node in the ordering P 00.Therefore, the matrix MS orresponding to the reordering P has the following form:2664 M 0S m 0mT0 M 00S 3775Hene, the �rst part of the Cholesky fator L of MS is equal to that M 0S , and all the entries lijfor j � r and i > r + 1 are zero; the only possible nonzeroes an be reated in the row r + 1,the one orresponding to the node u. However, as in Lemma 4.2, these r new nonzeroes exatlyorresponds to the r ars joining u with all its sons, whih had been left out from both S0and S00. Thus, from Lemma 4.1 we know that the Cholesky fatorization of the (r+1)� (r+1)prinipal submatrix of (the reordered) MS has no �ll-in, so onsider the diagonal entry in rowr + 1 of D, denoted by du, orresponding to node u. From the formulae of the Choleskyfatorization, it is easy to see that the rest of the fatorization of MS an be omputed exatlyas the fatorization ofM 00S , only starting from the value du instead of the original value muu. Forindutive hypothesis, we know that the Cholesky fator ofM 00S (reordered with P 00) has no �ll-in,and this �nally allows us to onlude that the Cholesky fator of the whole (reordered) MS hasno �ll-in. 2Thus, every BCT results in an eÆient preonditioner, provided that he orresponding \good"reordering P an be found. For instane, for a BCT with depth two P need only be suh that:� the matrix ET assoiated with its spanning tree T is lower triangular, i.e., if (i; j) is anar of T with i father of j, then row/olumn j preedes row/olumn i in P;� for eah non terminal node u of T , eah subset of its sons whih belong to the same subtreeTh = S0h (one that the ars of T have been removed) are ordered in the permutationaording to the order de�ned by Th, i.e., if (i; j) is an ar of Th with i father of j, thenrow/olumn j preedes row/olumn i in P; the roots of the subtrees and the sequene ofthe trees an be arbitrarly hosen.In general, a \good" permutation an be reursively onstruted by ordering the nodes of theBCTs of depth h, and then omposing these orders into orders for the BCTs of depth h + 1.This an be done with a bottom-up postvisit of the tree T assoiated with the BCT, i.e., byvisiting the tree T from the leaves to the root with the onstraint that eah node of T an bevisited only after all its sons. Note, however, that this information is \riher" than a desriptionof a BCT simply as a list of ars; in priniple, extrating T from a BCT is nontrivial.



13.The indution proess in the proof of Theorem 4.3 an be used to onstrut an algorithm forperforming the Cholesky fatorization of MS without �ll-in in O(nh2), where h is the depthof the BCT. Note that all the trees at the same depth q an be represented with an uniquepredeessor funtion Pred[q℄ de�ned on the nodes, suh that Pred[q℄[u℄ = v if v is father of u atdepth q, and Pred[q℄[u℄ = nil if u is a root, i.e., it has no father. For instane, in a BCT of depthtwo the funtion Pred[1℄ represents the spanning tree T whose removal leaves a forest F , whihis represented by the funtion Pred[2℄. The algorithm for omputing the LDLT fatorization ofa matrix MS is shown in the following pseudo-ode; it requires a desription of the BCT S ofdepth h on a graph with n nodes in terms of the predeessor funtions Pred[q℄, and a desriptionof a \good" ordering P in an array Order[℄. The algorithm outputs tqhe Cholesky fator L andthe diagonal matrix D.Proedure CholeskyFatorBCT (h; n;M;Pred;Order; L;D)beginfor i = j; : : : ; n; i = 1; : : : ; j � 1 doL[i; j℄ =M [i; j℄;for i = 1 : : : n doD[i℄ =M [i; i℄;L[i; i℄ = 1;for i = 1 : : : n� 1 dou = Order[i℄;for q = h : : : 1 dow = Pred[q℄[u℄;if w 6= nil thenL[w; u℄ = L[w; u℄=D[u℄;D[w℄ = D[w℄� L[w; u℄2 �D[u℄;for q = h : : : 1 dow = Pred[q℄[u℄;if w 6= nil thenfor r = q � 1 : : : 1 doy = Pred[r℄[w℄;if y 6= nil thenL[y;w℄ = L[y;w℄� L[w; u℄ � L[y; u℄ �D[u℄;end.Using the same data strutures, Pred and Order, an O(nh) algorithm that solves systems ofthe form MSr = v { whih is what is atually required if MS is used as a preonditioner in aPCG algorithm { an be onstruted. Thus, any iteration of a PCG algorithm whih uses asubgraph-based preonditioner where S is a BCT of depth h has a omplexity of O(nh+m).In our implementation, we have only onsidered the ase of BCTs of depth two. This simpli�esand streamlines the algorithms, while still leaving room for almost doubling the number of arsto be put in S with respet to a standard tree-based preonditioner (a BCT of depth two anhave up to 2n� 3 ars).



14.5. Finding brother-onneted treesFrom the results in the previous setion, we know that any brother-onneted tree S of level twoprovides a preonditioner MS whih is essentially as expensive as a tree-based preonditioner,but { hopefully { more e�etive. Thus, the problem arises of �nding the \best" BCT. As in thease of tree-based preonditioners, it is reasonable to assume that a brother-onneted tree withlarge total weight (using �ij as the weight of ar (i; j)) should provide a good preonditioner.Unfortunately, the omplexity of the problem of �nding the maximum-weight brother-onnetedtree in a given graph G is not known to us. However, the exat solution of this problem is notruial for its appliation in the PCG algorithm. In fat, the preonditioners have to be foundquikly, possibly in linear time, in order for the whole proess to be ompetitive. It is veryunlikely that a(n approximate) maximum-weight BCT an be found in linear time, as is donefor maximum-weight spanning tree, beause BCTs are not matroids. This is shown by the twoBCTs S1 and S2 in Figure 2, where the solid ars belong to the �rst level, the dashed ones belongto the seond level, and, �nally, the dotted ones are in the omplements G n S1 and G n S2. Itis easy to hek that S1 and S2 are maximal BCTs (of level two) with di�erent ardinality.
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Figure 2: Two maximal BCTs on the same graph with di�erent ardinalityFurthermore, there is no proof that the maximum-weight BCT provides the largest derease inthe ondition number of the matrix, although preonditioners with many entries equal (or lose)to those of the original matrix are usually found to e�etively redue the ondition number (infat, the best theoretial preonditioner is the matrix M itself). Finally, the ondition numberonly gives an upper bound on the number of PCG iterations, so that the BCT preonditionerwhih most redues the ondition number may still not be the best BCT preonditioner inpratie.For all the above reasons, we will resort to heuristis to �nd the BCT to be applied in thePCG method. A large number of di�erent heuristis an be proposed, by ombining di�erentvariants of two basi ingredients:i) how a spanning tree T is hosen;ii) how extra ars forming trees among brothers (sons of the same node) in T an be hosen.



15.5.1. Finding an initial spanning treeFor point (i), we propose three di�erent variants:i.a) An approximate maximum-weight spanning tree T is onstruted inO(m) with the Kruskalalgorithm applied to an approximated ordering of the ars (using a \buket" struture);this is preisely the approah proposed in [12, 10℄ for �nding the tree preonditioner.i.b) The tree is onstruted with a simple breadth-�rst visit starting from one designated rootnode; this hopefully produes a \shallow" tree where the nodes have \many" sons, thusproviding the hane of larger trees in the seond level.i.) Mixing the above two ideas, the tree is onstruted with a breadth-�rst visit whih triesto use �rst ars with a large weight. This an be done by dividing the ars into k lasses,aording to their weight, and de�ning a queue for eah lass of ars. Starting from theroot, any new visited node is inserted in the �rst queue (the one assoiated with ars withthe largest weights). When a node is extrated from a queue, it is moved in the queueorresponding to the next lass of ars (if any), and then all the ars in the lass assoiatedwith this queue are visited. The total omplexity is O(nk), whih an be onsidered linearif k is a small �xed value (e.g., k = 3).For eah of the above three tehniques, we also propose a variant whih handles the root nodein a di�erent way. The idea is to obtain a tree with \few" ars inident in the root node. Therationale for suh a hoie an be found in the following example.Example 5.1. Consider the graphG in Figure 3 and the orrespondingmatrixM = EET . Note
03 2 1

4 2664 4 �1 �1 �1�1 3 �1 0�1 �1 4 �1�1 0 �1 3 3775Figure 3: The graph G and the assoiated matrix Mthat the row of E, orresponding to the \root node" 4, has been deleted in order to make Efull-rank. Now, onsider the two brother-onneted trees in Figure 4. Although the BCT onthe left has more edges than the one on the right, it is the latter who gives a preonditionerwith more nonzero entries; indeed, this preonditioner di�ers from the original M only in thediagonal elements (this is partiularly interesting in view of the improvements suggested inSetion 6, as di�erenes in the diagonal elements are easily reovered). This is due to thefat that the weight of an ar inident in the root ontributes only to one diagonal entry of thepreonditioner, while the weight of an ar not inident in the root ontributes to both a diagonaland a nondiagonal entry of the preonditioner. Thus, ars inident in the root \ontribute less"to the preonditioner than ars not inident in the root with the same weight. 2
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03 2 1

4 2664 2 �1 0 0�1 3 �1 00 �1 3 �10 0 �1 1 3775
03 2 1

4 2664 3 �1 �1 �1�1 1 �1 0�1 �1 3 �1�1 0 �1 2 3775Figure 4: Two BCTs; dashed ars orrespond to the seond levelNote that it is ustomary to assoiate the root node of the tree T with the node that isdeleted, and we have also followed this onvention, although in priniple di�erent hoies wouldbe possible. In order to take into aount the behaviour highlighted in the example, we haveimplemented variants of (i.a), (i.b), and (i.) that attempt to onstrut a tree with as few arsinident in the root node as possible (at least one is learly neessary). This an be easily doneby applying eah proedure to the subgraph obtained by aneling the root node, and thenadding the neessary ars inident in the root (one for eah of the disonneted omponentsreated in the graph by the removal of the root node). It is easy to see that this an be donewithout a�eting the worst-ase omplexity of the original algorithms.Finally, we onsider two possible strategies to selet the root node: with the �rst (\stati")strategy, the node with the largest adjaeny list is seleted, while with the seond (\dynami")strategy, the node with the largest total weightPe2Æ�(u) �e of the set of inident ars is seleted.The rationale behind these two rules is to obtain a matrix M whih is the most diagonallydominant, and therefore that is better suited for a PCG method. A matrix is olumn (row)diagonally dominant, if, for eah olumn (row), the sum of the modules of the entries out of thediagonal is less than or equal to the module of the diagonal entry, and strit inequality holdsfor at least one olumn (row). Diagonal dominane has e�et on the range of the eigenvalues ofthe resulting matries, as shown, for instane, by the well-known Gershgoring's theorems, andtherefore on the spetral onditioning of the matrix. It is easy to see that, if G is onneted, thematrix M = E�ET { where any row has been deleted from E { is olumn (and row) diagonallydominant. Moreover, eah non-zero entry out of the diagonal on the row that is aneledorresponds to a olumn/row that respets diagonal dominane rule with stritly inequality.These nonzero entries exatly orrespond to ars inident in the deleted node, that is taken tobe the root of the tree. The larger the weights of these ars, the larger these entries are, andtherefore the more the matrix is diagonally dominant. The dynami rule typially gives betterresults, but it requires to selet the node at eah IP iteration.



17.5.2. Enlarging the tree to a BCTFor point (ii), i.e., how extra ars forming trees among brothers in T an be hosen, we proposethree di�erent variants:ii.a) When the tree is seleted, the �nal ordering of the nodes to be onsidered in the fatoriza-tion is also arbitrarly �xed. Then, the ars out of T are sanned in (approximated) orderof dereasing weight and added to the tree if they do not a�et the permutation deidedin the �rst step, and they satisfy the ondition that the trees on the seond level are pathsamong brothers.ii.b) The trees in the seond level of the BCT are restrited to be paths. As in ase (ii.a), thears are sanned in (approximated) order. The �nal ordering is found by onsidering onethe two possible permutations for eah path among brother nodes, and then omposingthese orders respeting the tree struture of T .ii.) Analogous to ase (ii.b), but the trees in the seond level of the BCT are not restrited tobe paths.These three variants require a di�erent amount of data strutures and omputation time (howmany times the list of ars is sanned), and they �nd di�erent BCTs. Variant (ii.a) is theheapest one, but it usually adds less new ars. On the other hand, Variant (ii.) is the mostomplex, as it requires a new union-�nd struture to �nd trees in the seond level and to seletthe order taking into aount these trees, but it is usually more suessfull in adding a fairnumber of new ars to the BCT. Variant (ii.b) is something in between.For variants (ii.b) and (ii.), it is atually possible to modify the original spanning tree T as thealgorithm proeeds, in order to allow the addition of ars that would otherwise be impossibleto add. One way for doing that is to apply an operation, whih we all promotion, whereby anode onneted with its grandfather is \promoted" as a brother of its former father. More indetail, let j be a node, k its father in T , and i the father of k in T . If the ar (i; j) is seletedfrom the (approximated) ordering, it is possible, under some onditions, to modify the tree Tin suh a way that j beomes son of i and brother of k. In this way the ar (i; j) is added asan ar of T (i.e., in the �rst level of the BCT), and the ar (k; j) beomes an ar of the seondlevel (see Figure 5). The main ondition to apply the promotion is that node j must not haveinident ars (j; l) in the seond level, as after the promotion j and l are no longer brothers.Moreover, for variant (ii.b), the node k is required to have at most one onneted brother in the
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Figure 5: The BCT before (on the left) and after (on the right) the promotion



18.seond level of the BCT, otherwise the onstraint that the trees in the seond level are pathswould no longer be satis�ed.6. Further improvementsAll the preonditioners that we have proposed so far an be further improved by applying twokinds of operations that attempt to inorporate in MS information regarding ars whih havebeen left out of the subgraph S.The �rst operation amounts at adding to S all ars (i; j) whih are \parallel" to ars alreadybelonging to S, i.e., every other ar (i; j) or (j; i) belonging to G. Clearly, this annot generate�ll-in other than that already present in the original MS , as the support of the two matries isthe same. Note that \parallel" ars, i.e., multiple opies of the same ar (or of its reverse ar)with di�erent osts and apaities, are often found in MCF problems, e.g. to model pieewiselinear onvex separable ow ost funtions [1℄. Surprisingly, this kind of operation does not seemto have been proposed before in the literature.The seond operation, proposed in [7℄ for the tree-based preonditioner, onsists, given apreonditioner MS , in using as \�nal" preonditioner the matrixM 0S =MS + � diag(M �MS) ;where diag(A) is the diagonal matrix having as the diagonal elements those of A. The matrixM 0Sannot have more �ll-in than MS , and it at least ontains some information about every ar.This seond operation ties in well with the variants that attempt to onstrut BCTs withfew ars exiting from the deleted node (fr. Setion 5.1). In fat, the rationale behind thosevariants is that these ars ontribute only to the diagonal entries of the preonditioner, and thisontribution is ompletely reovered by the addition a posteriori of diag(M �MS) (i.e., � = 1).In fat, onsider one again Example 5.1; if we adopt the preonditioner M 0S starting from theseond BCT of Figure 4, we obtain that M 0S is equal to M , so it is an optimal preonditioner.This is not true if the other BCT is used instead, i.e., if more ars inident in the root areseleted, thereby disarding ars that are not inident in the root.7. ConlusionWe have proposed a new family of preonditioners for the solution of the \ore" system ofequations arising in the solution of Min Cost Flow problems through an Interior Point method.These preonditioners improve on those known in the literature by giving a larger exibility inhow to selet the subgraph, and therefore allowing a �ner tuning of the trade-o� between the ostof omputing and using the preonditioner and the orresponding redution in the number ofPreonditioned Conjugate Gradient iterations. These preonditioners are based on a { to the bestof our knowledge { new family of graphs, the study of whose properties may prove interesting initself. In a ompanion paper we will present the results of a large-sale omputational experieneaimed at assessing the e�etiveness of the di�erent variants of preonditioners for several lassesof MCF problems and many ombinations of di�erent IP algorithms.Further work along this line of researh will involve testing the resulting MCF algorithmagainst eÆient MCF odes from the literature. Also, the e�etiveness of BCT-based preondi-tioners using BCTs of depth larger than 2 will have to be tested. Finally, other preonditionersould be onstruted by relaxing the ondition that their �nal Cholesky fator should have no�ll-in.
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